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Matters of 
Principal

“Nobody who ever gave his best regretted it.”    
- George Halas

SLC STAFF GIVEN A LESSON BY THE PUPILS
The staff took on the 1st team in a T20 game of cricket on 
Tuesday afternoon. We’ve seen the staff take on the 1st teams 
at soccer, netball and hockey already this year and the games 
have always been full of laughter and friendly banter. Al-
though the pitch side chirping was clean and fun, there was a 
greater air of seriousness about this clash. The staff had a six 
year winning streak to maintain and the 1st team boys were 
adamant that they would be taking that away from them.

The pupils padded up first and put some serious contend-
ers out to bat. The staff knew it was going to be a difficult 
start, with Thomas Mayes and Junior Netshituni opening the 
batting, two players who were recently selected to play for 
Limpopo. Thomas scored an incredible 64 runs off 36 balls 
and was well supported by Junior who scored 36 runs off of 
32 balls. Abe Athanassiades also batted well, scoring 21 runs 
from 14 deliveries. The staff were trying hard on the bowling 
front, but their rustiness was evident, with the umpire call-
ing a large number of wides that it is better left undisclosed. 
However, Mr Willson proved that he’s still got what it takes, 
taking two wickets for 17 runs. Mr Friedrichs also warmed up 
his bowling arm well, taking three wickets for 27 runs. After 
20 overs, the student team had racked up 178 runs – a big 
score for the staff to chase.

Mr Haarhoff and Mr Venter were the first batting duo to stand 
at the crease and got the staff team off to a good start, with 
Mr Haarhoff hitting a couple of sixes. In total, he scored 33 
runs off 17 balls. With his departure, Mr Pretorius stepped up 
to bat. He also claimed a few sixes and managed 35 runs off 
23 balls. Abe proved his bowling prowess and took two wick-
ets for 27 runs. Despite a solid show from the staff, they just 
couldn’t chase down the runs and ended with a score of 141. 
The six year winning streak for the staff was over and the 1st 
team boys revelled in their victory, jumping for joy as the staff 
hobbled off the pitch, old injuries catching up with them in 
their senior years!

All in all, it was a fantastic afternoon and both teams are al-
ready discussing tactics for next year.

Yesterday the majority of our Matrics 
wrote the first of their final examina-
tions, possibly the most stressful exam, 
purely as a result of them having to 
navigate the perceived unknown. The 
unknown of writing their first matric 
paper! So much of what we have done 
here over the past four and three quar-
ter years has been aimed at preparing 
them for these exams, of which not all 
have been academic. Their ability to 
manage stress is key. I am very pleased 
that the general feeling is that the exam 
was fair. The realisation that they have 
been well prepared and that in essence, 
these examinations are no different to 
the exams that they have written over 
the past few months brings with it a 
sense of relief. Obviously the stakes are 
a little higher but there is nothing to 
fear. There will be a few more stressful 
days and the odd sleepless nights in the 
weeks to come, but nothing they can’t 
handle. 

Examinations have the tendency to 
cause unnecessary anxiety amongst our 
pupils and parents. It is essential that 
we develop a set of coping strategies for 
all. To me, the first and most important 
factor is that the pupils take responsi-
bility for this process, after all, they are 
the ones writing the exams. They need 
to set achievable, realistic goals from 
the outset and work toward these. They 
need to have a clear plan and stick to it. 
Thorough preparation is the only way to 
success! There are no short cuts and it is 
only through consistent hard work that 
true success will be achieved. There is 
nothing worse than looking back think-
ing “if only…”

In the world we live in, it is too easy to 
play the blame game. Too easy to say 

I was too busy, or the teacher did not 
teach me properly or that I could not 
learn because there were too many 
distractions. Our pupils need to take 
control of their own destiny, they have 
the power to shape their own futures. 
This is not always easy, it requires grit. 
Now is the time to put into action the 
skills learnt outside of the classroom in 
the many programmes we offer where 
these skills are learnt and tested. I have 
written about grit, determination and 
courage displayed on the sports field 
and out in the bush. Now is the time to 
display it in the academic arena. There 
are going to be times when kids don’t 
understand the work they are learning 
and can’t find an immediate solution, 
how they react to these situations is the 
key to me. Will they apply themselves 
and work hard to find a solution and 
come up with the answers, or throw in 
the towel and pass the blame? 

As parents it is too easy for us to jump 
in and rescue our children, to solve 
problems for them and smooth the road 
ahead. This is not always the answer, we 
need to expect them to find solutions, 
to work hard and to allow them to deal 
with the disappointment of not always 
succeeding. It is only through this pro-
cess that our children will internalise 
the skills that will be so important in 
them building a successful future for 
themselves. 

Once again, Go Bokke!!

Alan Redfern
head@slc.co.za
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BOYS UNIFORM REMINDER

Just a reminder that it has been confirmed that male pupils are 
allowed to wear grey shorts to school as part of their summer 
uniform. As represented above , the ONLY shorts accepted are the 
following:

Woolworths “Grey School Shorts 2-pack” Code: 504171094
The price ranges from R220.00 per pack (size 12)

up to R280.00 per pack (size 92).

Luca Wasley was recently selected to swim for the Schools 
Limpopo Team at the SA Schools Championship to be held 
in Pretoria from 8-13 December. Luca has been chosen to 
swim 50m fly, 50m backstroke and 100m breaststroke. 

The Grade 10 History class enjoyed a local excursion this week, as they 
visited historical sites in our area. During class, the group has been 
learning about the Makgoeba War and Anglo-Boer War, and so it was 
time to visit two sites which would help them to humanise the two dif-
ferent wars and to bring the syllabus to life.

The group first spent some time at the Long Tom Memorial in Haenerts-
burg Village. Here, they had to use the information at the Memorial to 
answer specific questions about the period (1820’s - 1900’s) which had 
come up during lessons. The group then had a picnic up at the Ronde-
bult picnic site, where the last Long Tom gun was destroyed in 1901, 
and now lies at the Long Tom Memorial. Despite the hot weather, the 
class thoroughly enjoyed the trip and learning about our local history 
and its effects on our country.

MAKING HISTORY OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM Good luck to all the Stanfordians who are compet-
ing in the SA Adventure Racing Series in the Drak-
ensberg this weekend. We have two teams partici-
pating. Making up team Ubuntu, we have Herman 
Fourie, Gunther Katzke, Danica Altenroxel and Reuben 
Middlteton. Whilst Heidi Katzke, Jethro Clowes, Isabella 

GOOD LUCK ADVENTURERS

Drewett and Mr Fullard will race for team Tshanduko. In addition, Mr Willson is 
racing with the Red Ants team with SLC alumnus Brian Gardner and two oth-
ers. A number of SLC parents are also making up teams. The total distance of 
the event is120km – 75km mountain biking, 30km trail running/trekking and 
15km kayaking.

Follow the teams LIVE from 06h30 on Saturday: www.kinetic-events.co.za/Live-Tracking

UBUNTU TSHANDUKO

RED ANTS
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MITCHELL HOUSE PEPPS STANFORD LAKE COLLEGE

CULTURE SHOCK
Showcase Evening - Thursday, 17th October

The well-known American conductor, Leonard Bernstein, once said: “Music can name the unname-
able and communicate the unknowable”; that is exactly what happened during the Showcase on 
Thursday, 17 October 2019 at the Barnyard. Staff members (4) and students (43) participated in 
this enjoyable event that showcased a wide range of talent. The items varied from instrumental 
and vocal solos, duets, ensembles in different styles, genres, languages and instruments, as well 
as drama and artworks. 
The audience reacted with great acclamation to every item and afterwards expressed their 
appreciation of the huge, but previously hidden talent that is present and alive in the campus 
community.
Thank you to the staff, the Culture Committee, the Masters of Ceremonies, artists, actors, 
musicians and the crew. A really big thank you also to the compassionate audience who helped 
make it a wonderful evening.

Inter-Schools Drama Evening - Wednesday, 30th October

Stanford Lake College hosted an inter-schools drama evening this week, where Mitchell House 
and PEPPS from Polokwane were invited to perform a one-act play at the Barnyard. It was an ex-
tremely entertaining evening with all three schools performing wonderfully. All of the plays were 
coincidentally based on teenage issues and the social pressures that young people face in today’s 
society. Mitchell House took to the stage first and their small cast of just nine actors brought a 
hard-hitting and emotional look at the complexities of life as a teenager. PEPPS on the other hand 
brought a light-hearted feel to the room, with lots of one-liners and fantastic dancing. As the hosts, 
the 21 SLC actors and actresses had to wait with baited breath and wobbly knees until it was their 
turn to take the limelight and perform their play titled “Hoodie”. They performed with confidence, 
great humour and certainly entertained the audience. It was fantastic to see so many of our pupils 
joining in, the stage offering a platform for even the quietest characters to express themselves. 


